
With 140 million registered users, Fanli is China’s largest cashback site. 

Fanli is one of Partnerize’s key Chinese partners, allowing its loyal 

customer base to utilise exclusive promotions and cash back offers. 

When two of its key advertisers moved over to Partnerize, Fanli

decided to make the move, and hasn’t looked back since.

Fanli worked closely with its advertisers on Singles Day to ensure it 

was driving sales and keeping its 140 million member base happy. 

Fanli offered home page promotions for its key clients, with exclusive 

Singles Day offers, resulting in 10x more sales than a regular day. 

Utilising Partnerize’s real-time data allowed Fanli to track sales as they 

were happening and make on-the-spot decisions to ensure they were 

driving sales.
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One of the key features that Fanli utilise is the real-time reporting and 

the unique insights dashboard. Fanli receive data in real-time around 

conversions driven, meaning they can update and prioritise promotions 

based on what is actually happening at the time. The Fanli team adjust 

their promotional offerings, in real-time, throughout the day, based on 

how well they are driving conversions. For advertisers, this means Fanli

are always focused on driving conversions and improving customer 

acquisition.

“Moving to Partnerize has been amazing for Fanli. Their tracking technology is far more 

accurate and they work with many premium advertisers who are in demand through Fanli. 

Also, the transparent data reporting is so much better than the sub-networks.”

Miao Fan, Client Support Director, Fanli

Fanli receive ongoing support and training from the Partnerize team, 

delivered by a dedicated Mandarin-speaking Customer Success 

Manager.

With Partnerize, Fanli have direct access to advertisers. A direct 

relationship with Nike allowed Fanli to drive a 20% conversion increase 

for the ‘Super Fan’ campaign.

Partnerize helps the world's leading brands build powerful business partnerships that drive extraordinary business growth. The 

Partnerize Partner Management Platform (PMP) is an end-to-end, SaaS-based solution for forming, managing, analyzing, and 

predicting the future results of partner marketing programs using artificial intelligence. Hundreds of the world's largest brands 

leverage our real-time technology to manage more than $6B in partner programs and financial exchanges across 214+ countries 

and territories worldwide. To learn more about Partnerize and partner marketing, visit partnerize.com
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